**Awesome Reaction 300 Solid**
Awesome Reaction 300 Solid is a perfect match for the new Hi-Dynamix II core, the cover is clean and creates an N’Sane motion in the mid-lane and unreal continuation.

**Hi-Dynamix II**
The Hi-Dynamix II uses the same core shape as the Antics and Crazy Antics, but the densities have been modified to lower the differential. Lowering the differential helps the N’Sane store energy longer for more devastating backend.

**What To Expect**
N’Sane performance and N’Sane fun! The N’Sane fits perfectly between the huge hooking Antics and the long and flippy Crazy Antics. The N’Sane is the all around insanely good ball that you turn to on a wide range of conditions.